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    Friday  15.12,                14:00                                                      Plenary  Hall    
         Thematic session:      KNOWLEDGE &  CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION                                         
                  Moderators: Suzana Kotovchevska, Krasimira Marulevska,  Delyan Keremedchiev, 
 
  
DIAGNOSTICS OF SOCIAL COMPETENCES IN TEACHERS AND STUDENTS-PEDAGOGES  
Trayan Popkochev,  Krasimira Marulevska,  Radoslava Topalska 
DEVELOPING SOCIO-EMOTIONAL SKILLS OF PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS THROUGH TEAM WORK ON STUDY 
PROJECTS   
Krasimira Marulevska, Trayan Popkochev ,Radoslava Topalska 
NEW EDUCATIONAL FORMS FOR THE LIBRARIENS IN THE NEW DIGITAL ERA  
Suzana Kotovchevska 
PEDAGOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF READING LITERACY 
Iva  Andonova  Stamenova   
СПЕЦИФИЧНИТЕ ОСОБЕНОСТИ НА ВИСШЕТО ОБРАЗОВАНИЕ ПО ИЗКУСТВА И ВЛИЯНИЕТО ИМ ПРИ 
ОПРЕДЕЛЯНЕ ФИНАНСИРАНЕТО НА ФАКУЛТЕТИТЕ  В АМТИИ-ПЛОВДИВ 
Весела Казашка,  Васил Колев 
OVERVIEW AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THREE ONLINE EDUCATIONAL PLATFORMS FOR HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
Georgi Petrov,  Polina Mihova 
PROJECT OF A SCHOOL FOR PARENTS IN THE PREVENTION OF CHILD AGGRESSION 
Vesela Ivanova Bozhkova 
ORIENTATION IN THE SPACE – BASE FOR THE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD 
Maria Metodieva Tsekova 
SAFE, ENERGY EFFICIENT AND INTERACTIVE SCHOOL 
Marina Lakčević, Jasmina Aleksić 
DRIVES FOR LEARNING IN SCHOOL 
Aleksandra Đurić-Zdravković, Mirjana Japundža-Milisavljević, Ivana Rašković 
ОРИЕНТИРАНЕ В ПРОСТРАНСТВОТО – ОСНОВА ЗА ЛИЧНОСТНОТО РАЗВИТИЕ НА ДЕТЕТО 
Мария Методиева Цекова 
OPEN CLASSROOM-ACQUIRING KNOWLEDGE AS A PRESENT 
Ivana Krulj,  Dragana Trajković 
SOCIAL SKILLS OF STUDENTS FROM PEDAGOGICAL SPECIALTIES - CONDITIONS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Kovachka Yuliana, Blaga Dzhorova 
LEVEL OF DIGITAL COMPETENCE AND FUNCTIONAL SKILLS OF STUDENTS AND PH.D. STUDENTS FOR 
PERFORMING IN AN INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT  
Iveta Mitsova, Ianko Rumenov 
USE OF AFS SYSTEM BY STUDENTS IN MAJOR “SPECIAL EDUCATION” IN THEIR ONGOING AND PRE-GRADUATION 
PRACTICAL TRAINING  
Zlatina K. Sharkova 
ROLE OF THE THEATRE IN THE EDUCATION OF STUDENTS IN THE SPECIALTY "MEDICAL AESTHETICIAN" 
 Binnaz Assanova 
OPTIMIZING THE CURRENT PROCESS BY INCLUSION OF NEW GENERATION EDUCATIONAL DECISIONS 
 Katya Mollova, Kremena Miteva, Katya Kichukova 
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE METHODS AT SCHOOL - TOPICALITY AND DIAGNOSTICS  
Iva Nankova 
A MULTIOBJECTIVE MODEL FOR TEST ASSEMBLING OPTIMISATION 
 Leoneed Kirilov,  Delyan Keremedchiev 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL  REDUCTION AS A MEANS OF ARRIVING AT SECURE  KNOWLEDGE 
 Danka Joveva 
DIFFERENTIATION OF TEACHERS IN EXPRESSING THE NEED TO CHANGE THE EXISTING PRACTICE IN THE 
TEACHING PROCESS 
Dzulzada Ajvazi-Rama, Esad Kurejšepi 
NON-FORMAL EDUCATION  AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL COMPETENCE: METHODOLOGICAL AND PRACTICAL 
ASPECTS  
Bistra Mizova,  
PROCESSES OF TRANSFER AND ABSORPTION OF KNOWLEDGE WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION. 
 Albena Vutsova, Emil Mitov 
ACTION RESEARCH – AN EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION FOR A QUALITATIVE PEDAGOGICAL RESEARCH 
Diana Zhelezova 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION – RELIGIOUS MORAL  
Nikolce Gjorgjev 
WORD FORMATION IN ENGLISH: EXTENSION, NARROWING, BIFURCATION AND BACKFORMATION 
Sanel  Hadžiahmetović Jurida 
INTERNATIONALIZING KNOWLEDGE – THE GROWING IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE 
FOR THE EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES OF TODAY  
 Slaveyah Goranova 
THE LABOR SCHOOL – THE BULGARIAN ECHO  
Svetlana Nikolaeva 
FORUM THEATRE IN THE TRAINING OF FUTURE TEACHERS    
Rositsa Penkova 
 
 
 
Friday  15.12.                           15:30                                                          Plenary Hall    
Thematic session:                       EDUCATION &  LITERATURE   
                                       Dragana Kuzmanovska, Penka Tsoneva, Kemal Džemić 
 
 
MAURICE RAVEL AND HIS NIGHT GASPAR PIANO CYCLE 
Juliana Mircheva, Antonia Mircheva 
CASTING AS A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL IN AN ELECTRONIC TEXTBOOK ON MUSIC FOR THE 6TH CLASS OF THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL IN BULGARIA 
Krasimira Georgieva Fileva – Ruseva 
PROFESSIONAL – PEDAGOGICAL PREPARATION OF STUDENTS – FUTURE CHILDREN'S TEACHERS FOR WORK WITH 
CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS /COMPARATIVE RESEARCH 
Evgenia Topolska 
EDUCATION INTERACTION BETWEEN WOMEN’S ASSOCIATIONS AND NATIONAL LIBRARIES IN BULGARIA 1944-
1956 
Penka Tsoneva 
PEDAGOGICAL CONDITIONS FOR OCCURRING PROBLEM SITUATIONS OF THE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY IN 
MATHEMATICS 
Valentina Chileva 
MUSICO-PEDAGOGICAL TRAINING OF STUDENTS – FUTURE KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS – A COMPARATIVE 
ANALYSIS   
Penka Marcheva 
MASTERING THE GEOMETRY PART OF MATHEMATICS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE THIRD GRADE 
Gergana Hristova 
THEORIES OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING AND/ OR ACQUISITION 
Vesna Koceva 
ИДЕЙНИ АКЦЕНТИ В КУЛТУРНИЯ МЕНИДЖМЪНТ НА МЕЖДУНАРОДНИЯ ФЕСТИВАЛ „ДУХОВНОСТ БЕЗ 
ГРАНИЦИ” 
Евгений Кадийски, Златка Танева, Розалия Александрова,  Маргарита Димитрова 
LIBRARY EDUCATION IN BULGARIA 1944-1956 
Penka Tsoneva  
ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE - SCIENTIFIC PAPERS PUBLISHED IN SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS IN REPUBLIC OF 
SERBIA 
Miljan Miljkovic 
CURRICULA FOR PRESCHOOL TEACHER TRAINING AT THE COLLEGE FOR PRESCHOOL TEACHERS IN ALEKSINAC 
AND “ST. CYRIL AND ST. METHODIUS” UNIVERSITY OF VELIKO TURNOVO - BRANCH VRATSA  (COMPARATIVE 
ANALYSIS) 
Marinella Mihova 
INNOVATIVE METHODS OF TEACHING OLD BULGARIAN LITERATURE 
Krasimira Vateva, Stoyanka Vateva 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE SCHOLAR SAINT CLEMENT OF OHRID 
Violeta Martinovska 
KNOWLEDGE ABOUTAFFECTIVE ATTACHMENT OCCURRING DURING THE DEVELOPMENT PERIOD OF PRESCHOOL 
CHILDREN 
Vesna Lj. Minic 
MUSICAL FOLKLORE IN THE DOBRUDZHA FESTIVE AND RITUAL SYSTEM - PRESENCE IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
DISCUSSION 
Galya Petrova – Kirkova 
METHOD OF FORMING CONCEPTS OF THE NUMBERS TO 10 IN THE FIRST GRADE 
Gabriela Kirova 
REALIZATION OF THE SPEECH ACT OF REQUESTING BY EFL LEARNERS AT DIFFERENT PROFICIENCY LEVELS 
Nina Daskalovska,  Biljana Ivanovska, Marija Kusevska 
KNOWLEDGE BASE AND E-LEARNING IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION 
Maja Stanojević Gocić, Goran Petković 
FURTHER RESULTS ON FINITE TIME STABILITY OF CONTINUOUS TIME DELAY SYSTEMS: BASIC ALGEBRAIC 
APPROACH 
Nebojsa J. Dimitrijevic, Dragutin Lj. Debeljkovic, Goran V. Simeunovic, Darko M. Radojevic 
THE USE OF TEXTBOOKS FOR A MORE EFFICIENT LEARNING  IN 'MY ENVIRONMENT' (NATURE AND SOCIETY) 
CLASSES 
Delalic Vanesa 
IMPLEMENTING A LEARNER-CENTRED TEACHING APPROACH IN THE FIELD OF PHILOLOGY 
Milena Sazdovska-Pigulovska 
SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF ADAPTATION IN CHILDREN WHO ARE LEAVING BULGARIA 
Itska Derijan,  Maria Derizhan 
HUMANISTIC VISIONS OF SELIMOVIĆ'S HERO AHMET ŠABO IN THE NOVEL TVRĐAVA (FORTRESS)  
Kemal Džemić,  AhmetBihorac  
ACCEPTANCE AND APPLICATION OF ICT IN TEACHING ART EDUCATION 
Vojislav Ilić, Andrijana Šikl-Erski, Tamara Stojanović-Đorđević 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF HEALTH EDUCATION SYLLABI FOR FUTURE KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS' TRAINING  
Svetlana Angelova,  
THE MOTIVATION AND THE EMPATHY IN THE CONTEXT OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND THEIR ROLE FOR THE 
FORMING OF QUALIFIED TEACHERS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT 
 Daniela Tomova, Yanko Rumenov 
ROMAN AS A TEACHING CONTENT   
Ahmed Bihorac, Kemal Džemić 
TECHNOLOGY FOR TEACHING FIRST GRADERS WORD PROBLEMS CONTAINING THE WORD COMBINATIONS 
“MORE THAN” AND “LESS THAN” 
 Vladimira Angelova 
 “RENDEL MODEL” – A DIFFERENT APPROACH FOR CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT IN GEOGRAPHY TRAINING  
Maya Vasileva,  
FIELD TRIPS (EXCURSIONS) – NEW POSSIBILITIES TO IMPROVE THE GEOGRAPHY TRAINING 
 Dessislava Poleganova 
EQUIVALENTS OF THE TURKISH SUFFIXES IN THE MACEDONIAN LANGUAGE 
 Marija Leontik 
THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT – A REQUIREMENT FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ASSISTIVE MEANS AND 
TECHNOLOGIES IN THE TRAINING OF CHILDREN AND STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS  
Zhana Yankova 
TO THE PROBLEM OF VOCAL TRAINING OF THE FOLK SINGERS   
Milana Vlahova - Ilkova 
PROBLEM OF REALISTIC ESTIMATION AND ECTS AWARD FOR ART SUBJECTS IN THE CURRICULUM OF STUDY 
PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF PERFORMING ARTS 
 Aleksandra Trajkovic,  
АНАЛИЗА ДИСКУРСА У ТЕКСТУ РЕСТАУРАТИВНЕ СТОМАТОЛОГИЈЕ  
Djukica Mirkovic, Tijana Vasiljevic – Stokic, Miodrag Smelcerovic 
ACTIVATING OF THE PERCEPTIVE PROCESS IN INTRODUCING THE NEW MUSICAL WORK THROUGH A 
PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME  
Diana Georgieva Katsarova 
THE COURSE OF GRAMMAR AND SPELLING IN FIRST GRADE OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN SERBIA 
 Snežana Perišić,  
SOME OF SHAKESPEARE’S COMPLEX LITERARY DEVICES AND THEIR PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN THE ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE CLASS AND OUTSIDE OF IT  
Marija Bojadzievska 
APPLICATION OF PHONETIC KNOWLEDGE FOR FORENSIC PURPOSES  
Nina Sudimac 
KEY SOCIAL COMPETENCES OF CHILDREN DURING THE TRANSITION TO SCHOOL LIFE  
Yanka Vasileva 
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL SKILLS OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS – SPORTS PEDAGOGUES  
Nevyana Dokova, Stefan Kinov 
BULGARIAN MUSICOLOGY FOR CHILDREN’S MUSICALS, REALIZED IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE 20TH AND THE 
BEGINNING OF THE 21ST CENTURY  
Krassimira Tsutsumanova 
BUILDING PUPILS’ MOTIVATION IN THE INITIAL YEARS OF STUDYING THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT GUITAR
 Anastas Mihaylov 
USING ONLINE E-LEARNING SYSTEMS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL   
Maria Totinova 
PSYCHOSOCIAL SITUATION OF DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS WITH SENSORY AND MOTOR DISABILITIES IN THE 
GENERAL AND SPECIAL EDUCATION  
Tzvetomira  Angelova,  
ON THE TRANSLATION OF THE MEDICINE AGAINST MIGRAINE IN THE NOVEL "FALCO" BY ARTURO PEREZ-
REVERTE  
Veselka Nenkova, Nezabravka Nenkova 
THE SYMBOLISM OF CAVES AS A BORDER BETWEEN WORLDS IN THE CONCEPTIONS OF  ANCIENT SOCIETIES  
Anton Genov 
MENTORING AND INTEGRATED METHODICAL PRACTICE 
 Snezana Jovanova-Mitkovska, Biljana Popeska,  
INTERCULTURAL SENSITIVITY IN PRESCHOOL INSTITUTION 
 Snezana Jovanova-Mitkovska, Biljana Popeska 
SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION - THE FIRST STEP IN IMPROVING THE LANGUAGE COMPETENCE OF STUDENTS AT 
THE FACULTY OF PHILOLOGY - FUTURE TEACHERS OF MACEDONIAN, ENGLISH AND GERMAN LANGUAGE 
 Violeta Dimova,  Nina Daskalovska,  Dragana Kuzmanovska, Biljana Ivanova,  
МУЗИКАЛНИЯТ СВЯТ НА БЪЛГАРИНА И НЕГОВОТО ЛЕКСИКАЛНО ОТРАЖЕНИЕ В БЪЛГАРСКИТЕ ДИАЛЕКТИ 
 Марияна Витанова 
INTERPRETATION OF THE BAROQUE APPOGGIATURA FROM THE ASPECT OF DYNAMICS AND ARTICULATION ON 
THE ACCORDION 
 Katja Pupovac 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE REVIVAL OF THE ORTHODOX CHRISTIANITY MISSION IN CHINA 
 Sandra Knežević,   
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SYNONIMS OF LEGAL REGISTER BOTH IN ENGLISH AND SERBIAN LANGUAGE 
Maida Bećirović Alić, Fahreta Fijuljanin 
MENTORING AS A FACTOR TO MAINTAIN YOUNG TEACHERS IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
 Dora Levterova,  
BASICS OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE AT PRE-SCHOOL AGE 
 Delyana Chuhovska,  
THE PHISICAL EDUCATION IN THE KINDERGARTEN – A MEANS OF RAISING THE CULTURE OF BEHAVIOUR
 Krasimira Stefanova Petrova,  
PEDAGOGICAL CONDITIONS FOR ENCOURAGEMENT OF SELF-DEVELOPMENT DURING PRE-SCHOOL AGE  
 Reni Hristova  
ENVIRONMENTAL KNOWLEDGE INFLUENCE ON UPGRADING THE CHILDREN’S PICTORIAL ART ACTIVITIES AT THE 
PRE-SCHOOL AGE 
 Gergana Bojurska 
ROBERT LOWELL: A PICTURE WITH A DEMOTIC TOUCH 
    Lidija Davidovska 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE KEY COMPETENCES AT PRIMARY SCHOOL THROUGH TEACHING OF BULGARIAN 
LANGUAGE  
 Maya Sotirova 
PRONUNCIATION OF  Э(Я) AND Е IN CONTEMPORARY IANGUAGE NORMS 
 Dimitriya  Zhelyazkova 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Friday  15.12.                  16:30                                             Plenary Hall  
Thematic session:                       MEDICAL SCIENCES, SPORT 
             Moderators:   Hristina Milcheva,  Lence Nikolovska, Milenka Vraneš-Grujičić, Vanina Mihaylova,  
 
 
MANAGER QUALIFICATION AS CONDITION  FOR QUALITY OF THE HEALTHCARE 
Kamelia Bogdanova, Evgeni Ivanov, Zhulieta Gerenova 
THE METHODOLOGY OF HEALTH CARE  EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE MEDICAL 
SPECIALISTS 
P. Asparuhova,  E. Jeleva,  N. Yordanov 
MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP IN А HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR OUTPATIENT CARE 
Radka Goranova- Spasova,   Mila Moskova, Nadejda Kostova- Kamburova 
ACTUAL ASPECTS OF STUDYING LONELINESS AND THE PROBLEMS OF ELDERLY 
Natalia Alexandrova 
REHABILITATION OF FRACTURES IN CHILDREN'S AGE 
Lence Nikolovska, Robert Milenkovski, Tose Krstev , Svetlana Jovevska 
DENTAL CHARECTERISTICS IN BULIMIC PATIENTS 
Natasha Longurova, Ivona Kovachevska,  Nikola Denkov, Katerina Zlatanovska,  Verica Toneva 
BRUXISM – TEETH GRINDING 
Katerina Zlatanovska, Ivona Kovacevska, Natasa Longurova,  Sandra Atanasova, Mihajlo Petrovski 
PREVENTION AND DENTAL TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH EPILEPSY 
Sanja Nashkova,  Sandra Atanasova, Verica Toneva 
ANTITUMOR ACTIVITY EVALUATION OF 4-THIAZOLIDINE DERIVATIVES 
Stefan Harkov, Vanya Pepelyasheva 
KINESITHERAPY FOR CHILDREN WITH GENERALIZED JOINT HYPERMOBILITY (GJH) 
Snezhina Georgieva 
THALASSOTHERAPEUTIC FACTORS IN TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION OF CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC 
RESPIRATORY DISEASES 
Snezhina Georgieva 
THE EFFECT OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS AND ESSENTIAL OIL OF BASIL AGAINST SALMONELLA ENTERICA 
SEROTYPE ENTERITIDIS (D)  ATCC 13076 IN EGG BASED PASTA 
Jasmina Stojiljković 
STANDARD COMPUTERIZED PERIMETRY IN FUNCTION OF DIAGNOSTIC GLAUCOMA 
Газепов Страхил,  Илјаз Исмаили, Личкова Елена, Гордана Панова   Верица Стаменковска, 
 Ѓошевска Даштевска Емилија 
УЛОГАТА НА АКУШЕРКАТА - ПРИ ГИНЕКОЛОШКО - АКУШЕРСКИ ОПЕРАЦИИ 
Панова Гордана, Шуманов Ѓ.Газепов,  С.Џидрова,  В.Димова,  Т.Петрова М 
XEN ИМПЛАНТ И ФАКОЕМУЛСИФИКАЦИЯ 
С. Газепов,  А. Топов, Гордана Панова, Ѓорѓи Шуманов   
PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF COPING WITH THE FEAR OF DEATH AMONG MEDICAL SPECIALISTS 
Nikola Georgiev, Polina Balkanska 
УЛОГАТА НА ПАТРОНАЖНАТА СЕСТРА ПРИ ЕДУКАЦИЈА И ТРЕТМАН НА  ПАЦИЕНТИ СО ДИЈАБЕТЕС 
Ивана Тренчева, Гордана Панова 
THE ROLE OF LEADERS IN IMPLEMENTATION OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN HEALTHCARE 
Jelena Mitrović  
SURGICAL TRAUMA CAUSE FOR MARGINAL BONE RESORPTION AROUND DENTAL IMPLANTS PREVIOUS TO 
PROSTHETIC APPLIANCES 
Kiro Papakoca; Sonja Rogoleva; Ljupka Lazarova; Olivera Terzieva-Petrovska; Mihajlo Petrovski 
ANATOMICAL VARIATIONS OF FORAMEN OVALE 
Svetlana Jovevska, Lence Nikolovska 
VAC THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT AND PROPHYLAXIS OF WOUND INFECTION 
Boyko Atanasov,  Nikolay Belev 
THE PREVALENCE OF POSTURAL DISORDERS AND SPINAL DEFORMITIES AMONG THE PUPILS IN THE 
MUNICIPALITY OF BEROVO 
Lence Nikolovska, Neshovski Timko 
SOURCES OF DIFFICULTIES OF PARENTS OF CHILDREN WITH MENTAL DISORDERS 
Ivana Rašković, Aleksandra Đurić-Zdravković, Mirjana Japundža-Milisavljević 
MIDDLE HIGHT MOUNTAIN TREATMENT BY PATIENTS WITH BRONHIAL ASTHMA 
Rumyana Bahchevandzhieva SEROUS MICROCYSTIC CYSTADENOMA (SMCA) OF THE PANCREAS 
N. Belev, B. Atanasov, E. Moshecov 
DOCTORS AND CLERICS IN IMPLEMENTING THE PATIENT CARE IN CLINICAL SETTINGS 
P. Asparuhova,  E. Jeleva,  N. Yordanov 
GESTATION DIABETES AND IMPORTANCE OF DIAGNOSE DURING THE PREGNANCY, EXPERIENCE OF CLINIC FOR 
GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS IN SKOPJE IN THE PERIOD FROM 2013 TO 2015 
Biljana Gjorgjeska,  Vesna Mladenovska 
THE PROBLEM OF IRRATIONAL USE AND DISABILITY OF FRESH FROZEN PLASMA IN OUR PRACTICE 
Dragan Radonjić, Mirjana Varjačić, Gordana Šošilj, Snežana Filipović ,  Stefan  Grujičić 
REFRACTОRY ANOMALIES ON PRESCHOOL CHILDREN IN STIP 
Gazepov Strahil, Panova Gordana , Dimitrova Kristina, Dodevska Biljana CHALLENGES AND CHANGES IN 
RELATIONS BETWEEN FITNESS TRAINER AND FITNESS AMATEUR IN THE TECHNOLOGY CENTURY  
Ivan Nedelchev 
BACTERIAL RESISTANCE IN HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS 
Marija Darkovska-Serafimovska, Tijana Serafimovska, Vaso Taleski 
PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR USE OF ANNABINOIDS TO RELIEVE SYMPTOMS OF NAUSEA 
AND VOMITING INDUCED BY CYTOTOXIC THERAPY 
Marija Darkovska-Serafimovska , Tijana Serafimovska, Vaso Taleski, Milka Zdravkovska, Biljana  
Gjorgeska,Trajan Balkanov 
OVERCOMING OCCUPATIONAL STRESS IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF NURSES IN MANAGEMENT POSITION 
Zlatina Lecheva, Lora Georgieva 
IMPACT OF LEARNING CURVE ON LAPAROSCOPIC APPENDECTOMIES 
Boyko Atanasov, Nikolay Belev 
MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC DISEASES - DEFINITION AND PRINCIPLES  
Boryana Levterova 
ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME – EARLY SURGICAL RESULTS 
Zaprin Vazhev, Hristo Stoev, Asen Ivanov, Todor Gonovski, Yordanka Tsokova 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY WITH CHILDREN AND YOUTH PEOPLE WITH MENTAL DISORDERS – PROBLEM AREAS 
Nikola Sabev, Kiril Panayotov, Yoana Negrova 
TRAINING FOR PLANNING AND SOLUTIONS FOR CLIENTS WITH ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE 
Vanya Dineva 
FECULENT PERITONITIS 
Boyko Atanasov, Nikolay Belev 
VALIDATION OF THE BULGARIAN TRANSLATION OF THE PATIENT ASSESSMENT OF CHRONIC ILLNESS CARE (PACIC 
5AS) SURVEY 
Teodora Dimcheva, Nonka Mateva, Antonia Yaneva, Zhivko Peychev, Kristina Kilova 
NOMOPHOBIA OR MOBILE PHONE ADDICTION 
Ljiljana Desević, Stefan Grujičić, Milenka Vraneš-Grujičić 
НЕПРАВИЛНИ МАНУАЛНИ УМЕНИЯ ЗА ПИСАНЕ ПРИ ДЕЦА СЪС  СПЕЦИФИЧНО ЕЗИКОВО НАРУШЕНИЕ 
Лилия Янчева -Велинова, Мартин Маринов 
AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH TO TEACHING THE BULGARIAN ALPHABET TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AT 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY – PLOVDIV 
 Maria Genova, Antoaneta Pavlova 
ORAL HYGIENE CARE FOR PATIENTS WITH GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE  
Ivona Kovacevska, Verica Toneva, Aleksandra Toneva, Sandra Atanasova, Darko Kochovski 
NECESSITY OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS TRAINING OF MEDICAL NURSES AS A POST GRADUATE EDUCATION   
Julieta Gerenova, Todor Dimitrov, Evgeni Dimitrov,  
MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF SOME ANTHROPOMETRIC ATTRIBUTES ATTAINED USING THE ACTIVE EXPERIMENT 
METHOD 
Mirjana Mađarević 
PATIENT AWARENESS FOR THE UPCOMING PROCEDURES AND EMPATHY TOWARDS THEM  
Julieta Gerenova, 
OBSERVATIONS ON AN APPROBATION OF A COURSE BOOK OF BULGARIAN LANGUAGE FOR STUDENTS IN 
MEDICINE, DENTAL MEDICINE AND PHARMACY AT PLOVDIV MEDICAL UNIVERSITY  
Lidiya Kavrakova, Milena Dineva-Muleshkova, 
ABORTION- A RIGHT TO DECIDE OR „  A RIGHT„ TO MURDER 
 Panche Kjosev,  
APPLICATION IN THE CLINICAL PRACTICE OF A MODIFIED MODEL FOR EARLY POSTOPERATIVE RECOVERY 
 Stefka Georgieva, Mariya Dimitrova, Tanya Popova, Dimitrinka Blagoeva 
TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES OF THE NURSE 
 Stefka  Georgieva, Petya Kantareva, Antoaneta  Terzieva, Anushka Dimitrova 
APPLICATION OF SPECIALIZED KINESITHERAPEUTIC METHODS IN CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY 
 Margarita Valerieva Avramova 
MEDICAL AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY ENDOPROSTHESIS OF  SHOULDER JOINT  
Kevork Kaykchian 
MANAGEMENT OF HEALTHCARE IN CHRONICAL VASCULAR DISEASES  
Mihaela Mireva,  MilanTsekov, Mariana Albert, Aleksandra Zdravkova-Maleva 
THE ROLE OF NEW COMMUNICATIONS IN THE SOCIOLOGICAL MISSION OF SPORTS AND RECREATION 
 Ivana Markov Čikić,   AleksandarIvanovski, NebojšaIlić ,BojanUgrinić 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ANTIOXIDANT ENZYMES AND INSULIN RESISTANCE IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC LIVER 
DISEASE 
 Dimitar Terziev 
QUALITY OF LIFE ASSESSMENT FROM PATIENTS WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
 Todor Dimitrov 
INTERRELATION BETWEEN OXIDATIVE STRESS AND DISEASES RELATED TO INSULIN RESISTANCE 
 Desislava Arabadzhiyska, Dora Terzieva, 
ESTABLISHMENT AND INTRODUCTION OF THE WEB-BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR PREVENTION AND 
DIAGNOSIS OF BURNOUT SYNDROME 
 Stanislava Harizanova, Rumyana Stoyanova 
EXPLORATION OF THE IMPACT OF NOISE ON STUDENTS WITH IMPROVED DIFFICULTIES AND THE EFFECT OF A 
KINESITEPETPETICAL PROGRAM FOR OVERCOMING OF THEIR SIDE EFFECTS  
Mariana Albert 
PATIENT AWARENESS FOR THE UPCOMING PROCEDURES AND EMPATHY TOWARDS THEM 
 Julieta Gerenova 
SELF-CONTROL OF PATIENTS WITH DIABETES UNDER INSULIN THERAPY  
A. Trajkovska - Dimitrova, T. Dimitrov, G. Tchaneva 
ESSENTIAL TRACE ELEMENTS - CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND LABORATORY METHODS   
Delyana Davcheva 
REMOVAL OF UREA FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS BY APPLIANCE OF EXTRACTED ENZYME AND ADSORBENT  
Novica Stanković ,Aleksandar Zdravković, Danijela Stojadinović , Miodrag Šmelcerović , Tanja  
Nikolić 
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES IN THE PREPARATION OF MANAGEMENT DISCIPLINES OF  MANAGERIAL STAFF IN 
PUBLIC HEALTH  
Vanina Mihaylova, Mariana Lyochkova, Maria Semerdzhieva, Adolf Alakidi, Dimitar Shopov 
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PEOPLE WITH CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES IN THE REGION OF SHTIP  
Milka Zdravkovska, Bisera Stojmenova – Runteva, Marija Darkovska-Serafimovska  
STANDARD TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH BURNS IN EMERGENCY HOSPITAL CENTERS 
 Anushka Dimitrova, MariyaDimitrova,  Petya Kantareva, Miloslava Ilieva 
GLOBAL CAMPAIGN FOR SAFE INJECTION PRACTICES – K1-AD – THE SMART SYRINGES  
 Yovka Zlatanova, Nedyalka Boycheva, Tsvetomila Valcheva 
BLOOD TYPES AND SUICIDE RATES IN THE REGION OF PLOVDIV, REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA 
 Marin KostadinovBaltov, Ekaterina Lyubenova Raykova, Vanina Krasteva Mihaylova,  
Iliya Petrov Bivolarski 
THE PRESENCE OF IRREGULAR ANTIBODIES OF THE LEWIS SYSTEM IN BLOOD OF PREGNANT WOMEN 
Dragan Radonjić, Duško Kljakić ,Snežana Filipović , Stefan Grujičić ,Milenka Vraneš-Grujičić 
A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF WEB-BASED EDUCATION QUALITY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM IN MEDICAL HIGHER 
SCHOOLS  
Kristina Kilova, Tanya Kitova, Antonia Yaneva, Teodora  Dimcheva, Zhivko Peychev, Desislava 
Bakova, NonkaMateva 
PATIENT EDUCATION IN THE FOOT CARE WITH ONYCHOCRYPTOSIS - AN IMPORTANT CONDITION FOR CARE AND 
PREVENTION  
Binnaz Asanova, Katya Savova 
ORAL HEALTH CARE AT STUDENTS FROM DIFFERENT FACULTIES 
 Ivona Kovachevska; Natasha Longurova;  Katerina Zlatanovska; Mihajlo Petrovski;   
Zlatko Georgiev 
ANALYSIS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE „STUDENT PRACTICE“ PROJECT IN THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY - 
PLOVDIV FOR THE  PERIOD 2013-2015 Y. 
 Zhivko Peychev, Mihaela Shishmanova-Doseva, Stela Peycheva, Teodora Dimcheva 
MANAGAMENT IN HEALTHCARE 
Oliver Dimitijević 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ACCENTS IN ONCOLOGICAL PRACTICE 
Silvia Tcvetkova,  Daniela Petrova 
COMPARISON OF HEMODINAMIC PROFILE AND ARTERIAL STIFFNESS IN STUDENTS OF MEDICINE, TRAINING 
FOOTBLL AND PHYSICALLY INACTIVE OBJECTS  
M.Bacelova, J.Nikolova, K. Kanalev , P. Nikolov, K. Kableshkov, P. Krastev 
MOTIVATION FOR SELF-MONITORING, SOCOCONTROL AND AUTOLOGY IN PATIENTS WITH SUGAR DIABETES 
 Varvara Pancheva 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AEROBIC EFFICIENCY OF THE ATHLETES AND BLOOD LIPID PEROXIDATION 
 Albena Alexandrova 
CURRENT DIRECTIONS IN PROVIDING HEALTHY AND SAFE WORKING CONDITIONS IN MEDICAL UNIVERSITY – 
PLOVDIV 
 Mariya Pavlova 
THE PROCESS OF FORMATION OF HEALTH COMPETENCIES OF GERIATRIC PROFESSIONALS - 
CHALLENGES,RREGULATIONS, PERSPECTIVES 
 Petya Krumova, Rumyana Sherletova 
BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS OF BONE METABOLISM, OSTEOPOROSIS PREVENTION AND PROPHYLACTICS  
 Pavlina Teneva, Mariana Staneva, Mariana Staneva, Rumyana Sherletova 
NITRATES AS A RISK FACTOR FOR METHAEMOGLOBINAEMIA 
  Ivelina Dobreva, Pavlina Teneva, Petya Krumova 
ENHANCING PERSONAL AND PUBLIC WELL BEING THROUGH EVIDENCE BASED ARTTHERAPY 
 T. Shekerdzhieva-Nowak, L. Despotova-Toleva 
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Thematic session:              ECONOMY & TOURSM &  MANAGEMENT       
     Moderators:  Maria Valkova Shishmanova, Predrag Trpeski,  Snežana Milićević, Gordana Mrdak,  
 
THE ROLE OF EVENT MANAGEMENT IN CREATING NEW TOURIST PRODUCT: THE CASE OF STUDENT DAY 
CELEBRATION IN BANSKO    
Dušan Aleksić, Siniša Zarić   
INNOVATIVE COOPERATION INITIATIVVES FOR FORESTRY IN CROSSBORDER REGION 
 Rossitsa Chobanova  
AUSTERITY OR FISCAL STIMULUS IN TIMES OF CRISIS – AN OLD DEBATE WITHOUT CONSENSUS 
Gjorgji Gockov,   
IMPORTANCE OF MARKETING IN INSURANCE 
Djordje Vujovic, Daut Bozkurt, Bojan Brajković,  
PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION: A PRAGMATICAL APPROACH TO ADVERTISING  
Ana Isabel Díaz García 
STUDY OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 
Venelin Terziev, Vanja Banabakova, Svilen Stefanov, Marin Georgiev 
INNOVATIVE INITIATIVES FOR CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION BETWEEN REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA AND 
REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA IN THE FORESTRY DEPARTMENT  
Viktor Stojkoski, Zdravko Trajanov, Ljupco Kocarev 
TOURISM AS A POTENTIAL DRIVER OF EMPLOYMENT IN VOJVODINA 
Drago Cvijanović, Tamara Gajić, Aleksandra Vujko 
REGIONAL AND SPATIAL POLICY - PLANNING OF OLD INDUSTRIAL ZONES  
Maria Valkova Shishmanova,  
DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIES BASED ON KNOWLEDGE VALORISED IN INNOVATIONS 
Slobodan Cvetanović, Danijela Despotović, Srdjan Milicevic 
MARKET POSITIONING AND MARKETING STRATEGY IN HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS 
Ljiljana Stošić Mihajlović, Marija Mihajlović 
 EXPENSE CONTROLLING IN HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 
Igor Tanturovski  
ASPECTS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN MARKETING AND LOGISTICS  
Vanya Banabakova, Maria Ilcheva 
CREATING LONG-TERM LOYALTY IN THE HOTEL INDUSTRY 
Goran Maksimović, Dejan Sekulić, Aleksandar Petrović,  
THE ROLE OF LOGISTIC SYSTEMS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOURIST SECTOR 
Kamelia Nusheva,  Boryana Hadjieva  
CLUSTERS AS PLATFORMS FOR SMES LEARNING AND INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES  
Petya L. Andreeva 
ORGANIZATION CULTURE  IN MEDIA  AND  ITS IMPACT ON THE BEHAVIOR OF EMPLOYEES 
Viktorija Kafedziska 
CAUSES FOR REFORMS OF PENSION FUNDS: THE WORLD IS GETTING OLDER, RETIREMENT HAPPENS LATER, 
PENSIONS ARE LOWER 
Lidija Naumovska 
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF COMPETITIVENESS OF CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISES IN REPUBLIC OF 
SERBIA AND REPUBLIC OF CROATIA : CASE STUDY „ENERGOPROJEKT HOLDING A.D.“ 
Nikola Vidović, Milenko Dželetović 
TNC - PRIMARY DRIVING FORCE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 
Jovica Palashevski  
CHALLENGES FOR ISLAMIC BANKING IN EUROPE 
Savo Ashtalkoski, Dushica Pavleska,  
CHRONOLOGY OF THE CONCEPT, FUNCTION AND TYPE OF RISKS IN DIFFERENT AREAS OF HUMAN ACTION 
Kristina Zogović 
LAW ON FOREIGN TRADE AS A LEGAL BASIS FOR THE FOREIGN TRADE POLICY OF MONTENEGRO 
Mersad Mujević, Hadija Mujević, Bojana Perić 
QUALIFICATION OF THE LABOUR FORCE AS A FACTOR OF TOURISM COMPETITIVENESS OF THE BALKAN 
COUNTRIES 
Tanja Stanišić, Marija Kostić, Snežana Milićević,  
EVOLUTION OF THE MARKETING CONCEPT,MARKETING MIX –„MIX OF COMPONENTS“ OR A SET OF ACTIONS 
Venelin Terziev, Vanja Banabakova, Svilen Stefanov, Marin Georgiev 
ADDING NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES THAT GIVE TOGETHER FLEXIBILITY AND GROWTH 
Dessislava Kostova-Pickett,  
THE KNOWLEDGE – DETERMINANT UNDER NEW ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
Tsvetan Iliev 
THE ROLE OF FRANCHISE SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES IN THE ICT ERA 
Milica Stanković, Gordana Mrdak,  
IMPORTANCE OF MODERN INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY FOR THE IMPROVEMENT IN 
MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY 
Petronije Jevtić, Miroslava Jevtić,  
ACTION PLAN OF EMPLOYMENT AT LOCAL LEVEL - CITY OF VRANJE 
Ljiljana Stošić Mihajlović, Branislav Stanisavljević 
PRINCIPLES OF REGIONAL SYSTEM’S STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT THROUGH THE CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE 
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Rosen Yanev 
SPECIFICITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF RESILIENCE FOR ORGANIZATIONS IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE 
Elena M. Kats 
RISKS OF REDUCTION OF CURRENCY BOARD IN THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA 
 Boryana Varbanova 
THE ROLE OF YOUNG TALENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS CONCERNING THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CULTURALV AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES IN THE MUNICIPALITIES OF SLIVNITSA, 
DRAGOMAN AND GODECH  
Plamen Stoyanov 
THE JOB CONTEST - AN EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGY FOR SELECTING STAFF IN THE ORGANIZATION 
Venelin Terziev, Vanja Banabakova, Svilen Stefanov, Marin Georgiev 
A STUDY OF INTERVENTION STRATEGIES USED BY BULGARIAN MANAGERS IN SUBORDINATES’ CONFLICTS   
Ivanka Mihaylova 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT AND THE RIGHT TO PERSONAL DIGNITY OF CONSUMERS  
Temelko Risteski, Vesna Sijic, Emrah Mihtaroski,  
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS AND THE ECONOMIC GROWTH: THE CASE OF 
THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Florida Veljanoska,  
INCOME INEQUALITY AND THE (UN)FAIRNESS OF PROGRESSIVE TAXATION  
Nada Petrusheva , Darko Iliov 
ANALYSES OF THE TRADE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA AND THE REPUBLIC OF 
BULGARIA  
Emilija Miteva-Kacarski, Vlatko Paceskoski, Blagica  Koleva 
TARGET COSTS AND DETERMINATION OF TARGET PRICE 
 Irina Joldeska, Stevcho Mecheski 
STATE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE HUMAN CAPITAL IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR IN BULGARIA AFTER THE 
ACCESSION TO THE EUROPEAN UNION  
Milena Tepavicharova,   
ECONOMICS OF ENTERPRISE AS A SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINARY  
Bojana Petrushevska, Vlado Velkoski 
THE FACTORS PUSHING BUSINESS CORPORATIONS TO IMPLEMENT CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
PRACTICES – REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  
Ceneta Telak,  
STRUCTURE REORGANIZATION. IS HOLACRATIC STRUCTURE THE ANSWER?  
Biljana Ciglovska, Armir Ziba 
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM STANDARDS IN THE FUNCTION OF KNOWLEDGE FOR QUALITY  
Simona Martinoska, Mirjana Sekulovska, Gabriela Rakicevik 
HIERARCHICAL LEVELS OF ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE ECONOMY  
Iva Bichurova -  
MODELS OF PRINCIPLE FOR ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE PROFITABILITY OF THE ENTERPRISE’S EQUITY   
Rositsa Ivanova 
THE COMPETENCIES OF THE PROJECT MANAGERS AND THE SUCCESS OF THE PROJECTS  
Toni Soklevski 
POSSIBILITIES AND PERSPECTIVES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP –CASE STUDY 
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  
Marija Magdinceva-Shopova, Aneta Stojanovska-Stefanova,   
ACTIVITY BASED COSTING AND  ITS  APPLICABILITY IN THE HOTEL INDUSTRY 
 Gordana Stojmenović, Tatjana Mrvić 
CONTROLLING AS A MANAGEMENT FUNCTION IN PUBLIC HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 
Igor Tanturovski  
THE IMPORTANCE OF TALENT MANAGEMENT IN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
Irena Ashtalkoska, Elena Sterjova 
THE SATELLITE ACCOUNT FOR HUMAN CAPITAL ACCORDING TO THE SYSTEM OF NATIONAL  ACCOUNTS (SNA) 
 Katerina  Nikolovska 
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ECONOMIC APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL ECONOMIES  
Iva Bichurova 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION FACTORS OF SME DEVELOPMENT 
 Gabrijela Lilić, Dragana Jovanović Kuprešanin 
KNOWING  PSYCHOLOGY OF COLORS IN THE TERMS OF BUSINESS 
 Dragana Jovanović Kuprešanin,Gabrijela Lilić  
POLICIES AND MEASURES FOR PREVENTION OF FINANCIAL CRISIS 
 Саво Ашталкоски, Нада Петрушева, Александар Дејановски 
THE IMPORTANCE OF MARKETING MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES FOR TOURIST DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT 
 Katerina Angelevska-Najdeska, Gabriela Rakicevik, Sreten Miladinoski,  
GLOBAL STRATEGY  - A REQUIREMENT FOR PERFORMANCE ON FOREIGN MARKETS 
 Sofronija Miladinoski, Skriejl Gino, Fejzulahu Beka 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS IN REPUBLIC OF SERBIA AND EUROPEAN 
UNION 
Tihomir Novakovic 
CORE PRINCIPLES OF THE LEAN MANUFACTURING 
 Georgi Toskov 
KAIZEN METHODOLOGY IN THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
 Georgi Toskov, Iva Bichurova 
FRANCHISE AGREEMENT – FOREIGN MARKET ENTRY MODE 
 Anastazija Koceva  
BALANCED SCORECARD AS A STRATEGIC TOOL FOR MANAGING INNOVATION PROCESSES IN THE ORGANIZATION 
 Iva Bichurova ,GeorgiToskov 
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Thematic session:                       LAW & POLITICS & SECURITY     
   Mitko Kotovchevski, Ana Dzumalieva, Temelko Risteski, Atanaska Teneva  
 
 
LEGAL REGULATION OF THE MARKET CONCENTRATIONS OF THE COMPANIES IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Sasha Dukoski, Svetlana Veljanovska 
ASOCIAL BEHAVIOR AND YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Emilija Petrova Gjorgjeva, Irena Kitanova, Nikolche Gjorgjev 
ADVANTAGES OR DISADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM OF COLLECTIVE SECURITY  
Milenko Dželetović, Hatidža Beriša, Aleksandar Ćiraković 
APPLICATION OF THE CONCEPT OF COLLECTIVE SECURITY – THE CASE OF THE UN  
Hatidza Berisha, Katarina Jonev, Igor Barisic  
CHARACTERISTICS  OF THE ORGANIZATION OF FIELD SERVICES IN EU OPERATIONS 
Stefan Filipov,  Nikolay Stefanov,  Pavlin Glushkov  
IMPROVEMENT OF AUTOSTORING PROCESSES IN THE BULGARIAN ARMY 
Nikolay Stefanov,  Stefan Filipov, Pavlin Glushkov  
REFUGEE FAMILY REUNIFICATION IN BULGARIA - OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS 
Hristina Bratanova  
NATIONAL AND HUMAN SECURITY CONCEPT 
Mitko Kotovchevski, Blagica Kotovchevska  
REGULATION OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH ACTIVE POLICIES 
Venelin Terziev, Sevdalina Dimitrova, Oleg Latyshev,  Eduard Kovalyov,  
THE ROLE OF THE BAIL AS A MEASURE TO PROVIDE PRESENCE OF PERSONS AND UNKNOWLEDGE OF CRIMINAL 
PROCEDURE - FROM LEGAL POSSIBILITIES TO REAL NEEDS  
Nikola Tuntevski 
CRIMINAL LEGAL ASPECT OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND MIGRANT SMUGGLING  IN  REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Jasmin KALAC, Ersin SULEJMANI 
THE EUROZONE – А SUCCESS OR А FAILURE?  
Velina Mindizova 
ASPECTS OF POVERTY IN VILLAGES  
Kamelia Petkova 
ФУНКЦИОНИРАНЕ  ПСИХИЧНАТА ЗАЩИТНА ДОМИНАНТА НА  ОБВИНЯЕМИЯ ПРИ ПРОВЕЖДАНЕТО НА 
РАЗПИТ В РАМКИТЕ НА  НАКАЗАТЕЛНИЯ ПРОЦЕС 
Христо Иванов Попниколов 
ЕТИЧКИ ПРИСТАП ВО ПОЛИТИКАТА 
Кујтим Касами 
NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF FORCES FOR EXPEDITIONARY OPERATIONS AT A NATIONAL TRAINING 
Pavlin Glushkov,  Stefan Filipov, Nikolay Stefanov 
IMPROVEMENT OF AUTOSTORING PROCESSES IN THE BULGARIAN ARMY 
Nikolay Stefanov,  Stefan Filipov, Pavlin Glushkov 
PRINCIPLES OF WOMEN'S SOLIDARITY VS THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA   
Ace Bakievski, Mimoza Bakievska,  
ELIGIBILITY OF PRECAUTION MEASURES FROM THE INFLUENCE OF BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE - 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE SECURITY MEASURES RELATED TO THE DETENTION -  
Nikola Tuntevski 
THE ROLE OF VATICAN DIPLOMACY IN A MODERN CIVILIZATION DIALOGUE   
Georgi Angelov, 
DETERMINATION OF ATTRIBUTES TO THE PRINCIPLES OF EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS IN PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION AND DIFFERENTIATION/ DISTINCTION  BETWEEN THEM 
 Dejan Vitanski,  
FUNCTIONING OF THE DEFENDANT'S MENTAL DEFENSES OF THE ACCUSED PEOPLE IN THE CONDUCT OF 
INTERROGATION WITHIN THE CRIMINAL PROCESS 
 Hristo Popnikolov 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMON EUROPEAN SECURITY AND DEFENSE POLICY "IN THE CONTEXT OF ITS 
MILITARY ASPECT  
Venelin Terziev, Svilen Stefanov,Vanya Banabakova, Ilija Iliev 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR DEFENCE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT  
Sevdalina Dimitrova, Nikolay Kamarashev 
CHARACTERISTICS OF DISASTER PROTECTION PLANNING  
 Nikolay Kamarashev, Daniel Manolov 
POSSIBILITIES FOR EFFECTIVE DEFENCE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT 
 Nikolay Kamarashev, Sevdalina Dimitrova 
LEGAL REGULATION OF COMMERCIAL REPRESENTATION  
Florina Bakievska 
WAYS OF FINDING OUT ABOUT EXISTENCE OF CRIMINALITY RELATED TO DRUG ABUSE  
BiljanaBogdanova-Smilevska, 
SERVITUDES IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OF EXPROPRIATION OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  
Petar Bakievski 
UNDERSTANDING OF SECURITY IN THE POSTMODERN SOCIETY 
 Venelin Terziev, Svilen Stefanov, Vanya Banabakova, Ilija Iliev THE BALKAN ROUTE: A NEVER ENDING 
TRAGIC STORY  
 Elena Tilovska-Kechedji ,IvonaSusak , Valentina Stefanovski 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ROMAN LAW IN THE LEGAL EDUCATION PROCESS  
Vlado Buckovski, Goce Naumovski, Timco Mucunski,  
EUROPEAN LEGISLATION TO FIGHT CYBERCRIME 
 Nadezhda Krasteva 
FAMILY AND JUVENILE DELINQUENCY  
IvonaShushak, Elena TilovskaKechegi 
SOME NEW MEDIA REGULATIONS IN THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA LEADING TOWARDS A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY  
Andrej Blagojevic 
FEATURES OF JUDICIAL EXPERT EXAMINATIONS IN THE BULGARIAN LEGAL SYSTEM  
Hristo Dochev 
LEVELS OF SECURITY AND MODERN SOCIETY  
Venelin Terziev,  Svilen Stefanov, Vanya Banabakova, Ilija Iliev 
FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL  
Gorancho Jakimov 
EXPLORING THE RADICALIZATION PROCESS – INDICATIONS, FACTORS AND STAGES 
  Rumiana Budjeva  
THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLOBAL POLITICAL CULTURE 
 Aneta Stojanovska-Stefanova,  Marija Magdinceva-Shopova 
THE POLITICS OF POWER AND SOCIAL VITALITY OF TERRORISM: NOTIONAL DETERMINATION, CONTEMPORARY 
SITUATIONS, PROPHYLAXIS AND PERSPECTIVES 
 Vesna Pavlovic , Zlatko Popovski  
COMMON EUROPEAN SECURITY AND DEFENSE POLICY  
Venelin Terziev, Svilen Stefanov,Vanya Banabakova, Ilija Iliev 
CHALLENGES IN THE DAIRY SUBSECTOR IN THE TERRITORY OF SOUTH CENTRAL BULGARIA 
 Anа Yaneva , Atanaska Teneva  
TRANSITION OF POWER ON THE EXAMPLE OF USA AND CHINA: ESTABLISHMENT OF BIPOLAR WORLD ORDER OR 
NEW AMERICAN CYCLE 
 Slavica Stamenić, Mitko Arnaudov,  
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND PREDICTORS OF ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOR IN BULGARIAN, GREEK, MACEDONIAN, 
TURKISH AND SERBIAN 
 Plamen Angelov Tzokov 
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                     Lidija Stamenković, Dijana Blazhekovikj - Dimovska,  Marija Cvijanović, Genoveva Vladimirova 
 
PERLITE  OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA AND ITS APPLICATION FOR SYNTHESIS OF POROUS MATERIALS    
Blagica Cekova 
EFFECT OF PULSED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON THE CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SOYBEAN SEED IN 
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION 
Marija Cvijanović, Vojin Đukić, Jelena Marinković, Vojin Cvijanović, Gordana Dozet 
INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 
Emira Destanović 
OPTIMIZATION OF THE PARAMETERS  ION-EXCHANGE IN THE SYSTEM (CUSO4 + H2O) – ZEOLITE NAY 
Blagica Cekova, Filip Jovanovski, Viktorija Bezhovska 
MICROBIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF LAND AND PRODUCTIVITY OF DIFFERENT GENOTYPES OF WHEAT IN A 
SUSTAINABLE SYSTEM OF PRODUCTION 
Gorica Cvijanović, Gordana Petrović, Jelena Marinković, Vojin Cvijanović, Nenad Đurić,  
Svetlana Roljević 
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN TEA-SAUSAGES FOR STORAGE 
Nevena Gruevska 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ENERGY POTENTIAL OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES MANAGEMENT 
Zoran Davidovac, Dejan Obućinski 
LANDCOVER CHANGE DETECTION USING GIS AND REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES 
Jovana Džoljić, Ljiljana Đorđević 
SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES IN THE TERRITORY OF VRANJE TOWN IN 2014 AND 2015 
Jelena Markovic,  Jasmina Stojiljkovic 
AQUACULTURE PRODUCTION AND ITS IMPACT OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Dijana Blazhekovikj - Dimovska,  Vangel Stevanovski,  
PREDICTION OF EMISSION OF POLLUTANTS FROM ROAD TRANSPORT USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
APPROACH 
Lidija Stamenković, Jovana Džoljić 
STATIC STRUCTURAL AND MODAL ANALYSIS CANTILEVER BEAM USING ANSYS 
Branisalv Dimitrijevic, Ivana Krulj 
HYBRID BOND GRAPH OF THE ROBOT'S ARM 
Dragana M. Trajković, Branisalv Dimitrijevic 
CONSTRUCTING A DIGITAL MICROSCOPE BY COMBINING A SCHOOL MICROSCOPE, USB - EYEPIECE, PERSONAL 
COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE 
Srđan Tasić,  Irena Tasić 
CHARACTERS AND NUMBERS RECOGNITION FROM LICENCE PLATES OF REPUBLIC OF SERBIA USING NEURAL 
NETWORKS 
Dušan Stevanović 
PARAMETER CALCULATION OF  SCREW-WORM CONVEYOR  TYPE PTK 400 – UTVA, PANČEVO 
Slobodan Stefanović 
MORPHO - ANATOMICAL DIFERENTATION OF THE LEAF OF SPECIES QUERCUS COCCIFERA L. FROM THE 
LOCATION OF REPUBLIC OF SERBIA AND TWO DIFFERENT LOCATION FROM REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Tijana Micić, Gordana Bogdanović, Damjan Stanojević 
PAULOWNIA, ITS CHARACTERISTICS AND USE VALUE 
Zoran Janjić, Milica Janjić 
ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS BASED ON POLYETHYLENE FIBRES FOR PROTECTIVE CLOTHES 
Sanja Risteski, Vineta Srebrenkoska, Silvana Zhezhova 
THE (NON)EXISTENCE OF INTERNET ADDICTION 
 Slađana Živković,  
ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION OF PROTEINS OBTAINED BY EXTRACTION OF WHEAT GERMS USING DIFFERENT 
SOLVENTS  
Nebojša Arsić, Jovana Arsić 
THE COMPARE OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITES AT AFP TECHNOLOGY WITH TWO TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR CURING    
Biljana Kostadinoska, Svetlana Risteska, Blagoja Samakoski, Svetlana Capeska,  
IMPACT OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF UD PREPREG   
Svetlana Capeska, Svetlana Risteska, Samoil Samak, Biljana Kostadinoska, 
PRELIMINARY REFLECTIONS FOR CLIMATE CHANGE ON SOME DISEASES OF BEES IN MACEDONIA AND THE 
WORLD  
Misho Hristovski, Rumen Valchovski, Aleksandar Trajchovski, Galina Hristovska, Petar Valcovski 
ЕXAMINATION THE QUALITY OF BIO-FORTIFIED FLOUR  WITH FARINOGRAPH AND EXTENSIGRAF  
Мarija Меnkinoska, Tatjana Blazhevska, Valentina Pavlova, Vinko Stanoev 
SUSTAINABLE MANAGING AND EVALUATION OF THE AIR QUALITY OF THE REPRESENTATIVE URBAN 
ENVIRONMENT OF SOUTH SERBIA  
Danijela Stojadinović, Tanja Nikolić, Miodrag Šmelcerović, Aleksandar Zdravković, Novica 
Stanković 
ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION OF PROTEINS ISOLATED FRACTIONS OF THE NATIVE THAT IS OIL -FREE WHEAT 
GERMS OBTAINED BY EXTRACTION USING DIFFERENT SOLVENTS   
Nebojša Arsić, Jovana Arsić 
STUDY OF THE MAJOR PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF GUINEA-FOWL (NUMIDA MELEAGRIS) MEAT 
DEPENDING ON THE DURATION OF THE FATTENING PERIOD I. pH AND COLOUR OF MEAT 
 Angel Angelov, Matina Nikolova, Pavel Chorbadzhiev 
AMINO ACID AND TRACE ELEMENT CONTENT OF MEAT FROM GUINEA-FOWL /NUMIDA MELEAGRIS/ FATTENED 
TO DIFFERENT AGES  
Matina Nikolova, Dimo Penkov, Angel Angelov 
COLOR MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES AND COLOR RENDERING IN THE VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
 Genoveva Vladimirova,   
ON THE EFFECT OF STIRRING ON THE PROPERTIES OF ELECTROLYTICALLY DEPOSITED Cr-Co PLATINGS
 Detelina Mileva, Denitsa Kiradzhiyska 
THE POLLUTION OF THE FIFTH CHANNEL ON THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE CITY OF BITOLA 
 Tatjana Blazhevska, Valentina Pavlova, Мarija Меnkinoska,Vinko Stanoev ,Viktorija Stamatova 
ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF WASTE WATERS 
Jovan Cvetković, Stefan Stojanović 
METHODOLOGY TRAINING OF NON-SWIMMERS ON A SPORTS RECREATIONAL CAMP 
 Bojan Ugrinić, Aleksandar Ivanovski,  
EXTRACTION OF CULTURED MINT WITH SOXHLET METHOD 
Filip Jovanovski, Blagica Cekova, Viktorija Bezhovska    
DETERMINATION OF SENSORY PROPERTIES OF APPLE (MALUS DOMESTICA) 
 Valentina Pavlova, Мarija Меnkinoska, Tatjana Blazhevska, Vinko Stanoev, Martina Pavlovska 
IMPLEMENTATION OF PMO IN TELECOMMUNICATION AND IT INDUSTRY IN REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  
 Baleski Nikola  
TRENDS OF DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF MATERIALS IN PRACTICE 
 Dragan Djordjevic, Suzana Djordjevic, Miodrag Smelcerovic 
COOLING AND STORAGE OF EGGS  
Daniela Belichovska, Katerina Belichovska 
SMART TEXTILE PRODUCTS IN PRACTICE 
 Suzana Djordjevic, Dragan Djordjevic, Miodrag Smelcerovic 
REAL WORLD AND SOFTWARE SIMULATED ILLUMINANTS IMPACT ON THE COLOR CONSTANCY OF PRINTED 
DESIGN PRODUCTS  
Genoveva Vladimirova, Vladimir Kamenov,  
MAKING NEW TEXTILE YARNS IN PRACTICE 
 Suzana Djordjevic, Dragan Djordjevic , Emilija Djikic-Jovanovic, Miodrag Smelcerovic 
USE OF ALTERNATIVE FUELS IN THE CEMENT INDUSTRY 
 Viktorija Bezhovska, Blagica Cekova, Filip Jovanovski 
THE INFLUENCE OF FRICTION 
 Anđela Mladenović, Milan Nikolic 
STATIONS FOR SUPPLY FUEL OF COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS - CNG (METHANE) 
 Nikola Pavlovic , Ivana Pavlović  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Friday  15.12 .                                                  14:00                                            Hotel OLIMP     
   Thematic session                                  SOCIAL SCIENCES                               
      Moderators: Hasan Jashari, Hyreme Gurra, Baki Koleci,,  Florije Miftari Mersim Maksuti 
  
 
THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS IN PHD DISSERTATION 
Hasan Jashari 
CHALLENGES OF BARACK OBAMA’S PRESIDENCY 
Hyreme Gurra 
THE DISCURSE OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN THE PERIOD 2002 – 2012 
Roland Lami 
BANKS AS DRIVER OF DEVELOPMENT 
Muhamed Hajdari, Fidan Qerimi 
CODESWITCHING PHENOMENON 
Ramazan Bekteshi 
FINANCING AND FINANCIAL AUTONOMY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN KOSOVO 
Burim Morina 
PRINCIPLES OF EQUALITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 
Ali Musliu 
THESIS ON RULES OF NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO), INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AND 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
Sheherzada Murati,  Isak Ajruli 
A STUDY ON THE MIGRATIONS’ REASONS IN THE SOUTH WESTERN PART OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Miranda Sabriu Bexheti 
RËNDËSIA E DIJËS DHE PËRVOJËS NË VENDIM-MARRJE 
Muhamet Halili, Fejzula Beka 
PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE WITH OTHERS IN ISLAM 
Abdulxhemil Nesimi 
GROUP THEORIES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION MAKING 
Juliana Osmani,  
ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF INDIRECT TAXES ON ECONOMIC GROWTH: CASE OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Alit Ibraimi, Liza Alili Sulejmani,  
THE IMPACT OF DISTORTIONARY TAXES ON ECONOMIC GROWTH: CASE OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Liza Alili Sulejmani, Snezana Bilic, Afrim alili,  
LIDERSTVO I MENADŽMENT ZNANJA U FUNKCIJI KONKURENSKE PREDNOSTI 
Haris Bibuljica, Husnija Bibuljica,  
SFIDAT E EFIKASITETIT TË SEKTORIT PUBLIK. SINTEZË MBI REFORMËN E RREGULLATORËVE NË KOSOVË  
Shefqet Avdija,  
THE DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN AND RURAL SETTLEMENTS IN THE REGION 
Fauzi Skenderi,  
NDIKIMI I RRJETEVE  SOCIALE  NË  KOMUNIKIMIN POLITIK ME ELEKTORATIN NË ZGJEDHJET E FUNDIT NË 
REPUBLIKËN E KOSOVËS 
Naser Rugova, Besim Mulaj  
ECONOMIC FREEDOM INDEX THROUGH RECENT YEARS IN SOME OF THE TRANSITIONAL COUNTRIES—WITH 
SPECIFIC FOCUS ON EX-YUGOSLAVIAN COUNTRIES 
Ariana Xhemajli, Alma Shehu Lokaj 
THE ROLE OF ELECTRONIC BANKING ON THE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF COMMERCIAL BANKS: ALBANIA 
Arjeta Hallunovi, Miranda Berdo 
GETTING NOTICED!  SOCIAL MEDIA AS A FREE TOOL FOR SMALL BUSINESS PROMOTION 
Nora Sadiku-Dushi,  
A STUDY ON THE MIGRATIONS’ REASONS IN THE SOUTH WESTERN PART OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Miranda Sabriu Bexheti,  
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Blerim Shehu  
BRAINSTORMING AS A WAY OF INCREASING VOCABULARY AND DEVELOPING WRITING SKILLS.  
Leandro Xhama 
KNOWLEDGE AS A FOUNDATION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION MANAGEMENT 
Fidan Qerimi, Jusuf Fejza,  
FOREIGN BANKS OPERATION IN KOSOVO 
Muhamet Hajdari, Jusuf Fejza 
ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY BY FOREIGNERS 
Afet MAMUTI 
FORMS OF COLLECTIVE CULTURAL RIGHTS (CCR)  OR GROUP-DIFFERENTIATED RIGHTS (GDR) 
Flora Kadriu,  
MARKETING IMPLEMENTATION BY ACTORS OF SUPPLY CHAIN IN DAIRY INDUSTRY OF KOSOVO 
Isak Berbatovci, Skender Buja,  
IMPACT OF THE LEVEL OF PREPARATION OF THE MANAGEMENT STAFF (OWNER OR MANAGER) AT THE LEVEL 
OF APPLYING MARKET RESEARCH AND MARKETING RESEARCH OF THE SME, AT THE OPENING STAGE, IN 
KOSOVO 
Skënder Buja 
ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF PRODUCTIVE AND UNPRODUCTIVE EXPENDITURES ON ECONOMIC 
GROWTH: CASE OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Afrim Alili, Liza Alili Sulejmani, Natasa Kraleva,  
PRINCIPLES OF EQUALITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 
Ali Musliu,   
THESIS ON RULES OF NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO), INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AND 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
Sheherzada Murati,  Isak Ajruli,  
LEXICON THEORY AND SPEECH SYNTHESIS  
Valbon Ademi, Lindita Ademi 
NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION IN KOSOVO. IN MEETING THE CRITERIA OF THE EU PROGRESS 
REPORT  
Leonora Çetta 
 LIDERSTVO I MENADŽMENT ZNANJA U FUNKCIJI KONKURENSKE PREDNOSTI  
Haris Bibuljica, Husnija Bibuljica 
LEADERSHIP AND ITS IMPACT ON GOOD GOVERNANCE 
  Ardiana Bunjaku, Sofronija Miladinoski 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE QUALITY OF AUDITOR WORK AS A PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGER IN KOSOVO 
Gresa M. Mjaku, Gentiana M. Mjaku 
THE RIGHTS OF THE DEFENDANT IN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
 Havsa Musliu,  
THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL AND AT A REASONABLE TIME  
Havsa Musliu,  
NOCIONI DHE RËNDËSIA E ETIKËS NË NDËRMARRJE  
Ylber Krasniqi 
IMPACT OF SMALL BUSINESS DIFFICULTIES, IN ACCHIEVING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE, WITH PARTICULAR 
EMPHASIS ON THE SITUATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  
Arjeta Amzai,  Aida Yzeiri Baftijari, 
REFORMS IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA IN 2017  
Mersim Maksuti 
THE ROLE OF THE NOTARY AS A TRUSTEE OF THE COURT IN INHERITANCE PROCEDURE IN REPUBLIC OF 
MACEDONIA  
Fjolla Kaprolli 
MUSIC PERCEPTION AND PERCEPTION OF MUSIC FORM  
Teuta Alimi Selmani 
ACTION RESEARCH  
Rezarta Merko, Reis Kerim 
ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING (OFDM) METHODS FOR THE MULTIPLEXING IN 
WORLDWIDE INTEROPERABILITY FOR MICROWAVE ACCESS (WIMAX)  
Amet Shabani, Besnik Qehaja 
FACTORS DETERMINING INNOVATION: EVIDENCE FROM MACEDONIA  
Besa Xhaferi,Gjilnaipe Bexheti,Fatime Idrizi 
TEACHING GRAMMER IN THE GERMAN LANGUAGE ON EXAMPLE OF NOMINAL FLECTION  
Arben Djemaili,  Alida Emini 
KOSOVO’S CONSTITUTIONALISM AND THE CHALLENGES AFTER THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 
 Arsim Bajrami, Florent Muçaj, Murtez Zekolli,  
POLITICAL TRANSITION IN FORMER YUGOSLAVIA  
Isak Sherifi, Veton Zejnullahi 
TOURIST RESOURCES AS A FACTOR FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISM IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF TETOVO 
 Arta Kadriu 
CHALLENGES AND THE PERSPECTIVES OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAPITAL MARKET IN THE REPUBLIC OF 
MACEDONIA  
Florije Miftari 
HIGHER EDUCATION AND LONGLIFE LEARNING WITHIN THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY  
Shenaj Hadzimustafa,  Remzije Rakipi 
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS MADE BY INTERMEDIATE EFL STUDENTS IN THE USE OF PAST SIMPLE AND PRESENT 
PERFECT   
Safet Neziri, 
YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN WESTERN BALKAN COUTRIES  
Nazmije Merko Zabzun, Genc Merko 
MOBBING IN THE WORKPLACES OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  
Semra Bujari, Marinela Shkurta 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT IN DYNAMIC CONDITIONS  
Baki Koleci 
ORGANIZIMI SI FUNKSION I MENAXHIMIT  
Redon Koleci 
PERSONAL INCOME TAX IN DEVELOPED ECONOMIES AND IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA  
 Rametulla Ferati, Nedime Sallai, Hasim Deari 
ADVANCING REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY THROUGH ELECTORAL SYSTEMS  
Sadik Haxhiu, Arbëresha Mehaj 
MANAGEMENT OF THE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT: INCORPORATION OF STRATEGIC IDEAS INTO SCHOOL 
PLANNING  
Arbëresha Mehaj,  Sadik Haxhiu 
CIVIL SECURITY IN KOSOVO AND CHALLENGES  
Fatos Rushiti, Ardian Emini 
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF MARGARET MITCHELL'S NOVEL "GONE WITH THE WIND" 
Lirije Ameti 
MENAXHIMI I RESURSEVE NJERËZORE DHE SHPËRBLIMI NË BAZË TË PERFORMANCËS  
Violeta Koleci 
LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES CAUSED BY TERRORIST ACTS, PUBLIC DEMONSTRATIONS OR MANIFESTATIONS IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA - ANOMALIES AND SOLUTIONS 
 Betim Ameti,  
TATIMI NË TË ARDHURAT PERSONALE DHE EFEKTI FINANCIAR NË TË HYRAT BUXHETORE NË REPUBLIKËN E 
KOSOVËS  
Burim Morina 
EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT OF A CHILD WITH FEBRILE SEIZURE  
Learta AliliAdemi, Blerim Ademi 
MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OF THE QUALITY OF STUDY PROGRAMS AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION IN THE CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS IN SEEU – TETOVO 
 Agim Rushiti 
LEARNERS STYLES AND STRATEGIES- A CRUCIAL FACTOR IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTEMPORARY TEACHING  
Igballe Miftari, Arta Bekteshi, BlertaDemiri 
CRIMINAL ACTS AS THE BASIS OF CRIMINAL LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY - MEANING, CONTENT AND ELEMENTS OF 
CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY  
Jetmire Zeqiri 
CONCEPT ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS IN SOME 
EU COUNTRIES AND KOSOVO 
Vedat Bajrami 
AN APPROACH TO A CHILD WITH RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTION  
Arlind Alili, Alba Alili, Adelina Alili, Tauland Muharemi 
UNFAIR PRACTICES OF TRADERS TO LOCAL PRODUCERS - FERIZAJ CASE STUDY  
Hazir Gashi 
WEIGHT PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION  
Lola Shehu 
 THE ASPECT OF GEOGRAPHY IN F. SCOTT FITZGERALD’S ‘THE GREAT GATSBY’  
Fatbardha Doko 
APPLICATION OF PROMOTION IN SMALL AND MEDIUM BUSINESS IN KOSOVO  
Agron Mustafa, Afrim Loku 
MARKETING IN HEALTH SERVICES IN KOSOVO  
Nadire Loku,  
FACTORS AFFECTING THE GROWTH OF SMALL AND MEDIUM BUSINESS IN KOSOVO  
Afrim Loku, Bukurije Borovci 
WRITERS ARE MASTERS OF THE WORD  
Zarije Nuredini 
AUDITING OF PERFORMANCE INFORMATION BY EXTERNAL AUDITORS  
Bajram Lamaj 
THE READING HABITS OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN MACEDONIA  
Lindita Skenderi, Suzana Ejupi 
ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY BY FOREIGNERS    
Afet MAMUTI 
THE NATURE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF ETHICS IN ENTERPRISE 
 Ylber Krasniqi  
IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY IN SMALL AND MEDIUMS BUSINESSES  
Fatbardha Jashari  
THE SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT IN KOSOVO 
 Shyqeri Kabashi, Fatos Sadiku , Abetare Kabashi  
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES AS A TOOL FOR PREVENTING AND RESOLVING CONFLICTS WITH A SPECIAL 
EMPHASIS ON THE CASE OF THE FORMER YOUGOSLAVIA 
 Veton Zejnullahi, Isak Sherifi  
REMITTANCES IN KOSOVO 
 Nexhmije Kabashi, Atdhe Kabashi 
QUALITY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
 Nexhmije Kabashi , Fatos Sadiku , Abetare Kabashi  
COMMON AND RESPONSIBLE PARENTING - JOIN CUSTODY, DE LEGE FERENDA IN POSITIVE LEGISLATION IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Irma Bajrami 
THE ROLE OF THE ALBANIAN POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE CREATION OF THE DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA - HISTORICAL AND JURIDICAL VIEW 
 Qashif Bakiu, Ylber Sela, Arsim Aziri 
THE PROCESS OF RESTITUTION AND COMPENSATION OF PROPERTY IN THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 
 Nurten Kala Dauti, Amarilda Dule 
CHALLENGES IN THE ACADEMIC ASSESSMENT IN MACEDONIA 
 Arta Bekteshi, Igballe Miftari, Blerta Demiri 
THE MULTI SPORT CLUB "SKËNDERBEU" KORÇË, (ALBANIA); ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROBLEMS 
 Ana Burda 
MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION AND SUCCESSFUL USE OF A MOODLE VERSION IN E-LEARNING 
   Basri Ahmedi, Faton Mehmedi, Xhevdet Thaqi, Selami Klaiqi 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED LEADERSHIP STYLES AND VALUES OF INDIVIDUALISM / COLLECTIVISM 
ORIENTATION 
 Zana Miftari – Reka 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE VERSUS HUMAN INTELLIGENCE 
 Lirinda Vako Abedini, Rezarta Zhaku Hani,  
EFECTS OF CLIMATIC CHANGE FACTORS IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION – CASE OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Imrlije Alili, Afrim Alili 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RIGHT OF PROPERTY OF REAL ESTATE IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Berat Aqifi,   
THE ORGANIZED CRIME, AS THE BEGINNING AND GROWTH IN KOSOVO 
 Arian Kadriu, Besim Mulaj 
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF INFLATION AND BUDGET DEFICIT IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Jehona Musliu,  Asllan Musliu 
VARIOUS PROBLEMS OF THE PENSION SYSTEM IN ALBANIA 
 Drita Luzo  
ADMINISTRATION AND DISPOSAL OF THE JOINT PROPERTY OF SPOUSES IN REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Albana Metaj-Stojanova 
TRADE OPENNESS AND COMPETITIVNESS: EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS FOR WESTERN BALKAN COUNTRIES  
 Luljeta  Sadiku,  Snezana Bilic, Natasha Kraleva,  
THE EFFECTS OF TRADE OPENNESS ON ECONONIMC GROWTH OF REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Rejhan Izet, Luljeta Sadiku,   
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTION FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM BUSINESS GROWTH FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF 
MANAGERS 
 Selvije Thaci, Argjina Karemani, Arta Thaci  
SCREENING OF GLAUCOMA ON 2015 YEAR 
 Iljaz Ismaili, Emilija Gjosheska-Dashtevska, Nadi Rustemi, Hristijan Duma, Strahil Gazepov, 
               Gazmend Mehmedi 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS-PRINCIPAL THEORIES  
 Loridela Beqari 
TYPES, CATEGORIZATION AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS RECOURSES 
 Jusuf Mustafai 
A CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF ADJECTIVES IN ENGLISH AND ALBANIAN 
   Suzana Ejupi & Lindita Skenderi 
DRAMA OF THE EU INTEGRATION PROCESS OF KOSOVO IMPLYING CERTAIN ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS  
 Driton Sylqa 
THE ROLE OF MANDATORY RESERVES OF THE COMMERCIAL BANKS AND THE STEADY RATE OF THE MANDATORY 
RESERVES  
Neritan Turkeshi, Dritero Sada 
THE STANDARDIZATION OF ALBANIAN LANGUAGE THROUGH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS 
 Rrezarta Draçini,   
THE PROCEDURE OF EXAMINATION OF HEREDITERY ESTATE  
 Shemsije Demiri, Senada Lacka  
METABOLIC SYNDROME IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE: FREQUENCY AND 
RELATIONSHIP WITH CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 Adem Musliu,  Bekim Mustafa,Arber Musliu,  
MENAXHIMI I KULTURËS ORGANIZATIVE NË NDËRMARRJE DHE RRETHINË 
 Gent BEGOLLI 
KRAHASIMI I SHKALLËVE TATIMORE NË MES TË REPUBLIKËS SË KOSOVËS  ME VENDET E BALLKANIT 
PËRENDIMOR 
 Vehbi Imeri   
THE ROLE OF MARKETING IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND SELLING OF WOOD PRODUCTS IN FERIZAJ REGION 
 Gazmend Deda, Flamur Rexhepi    
THE SUCCESS OF PERSONAL SALE 
 Arben Tërstena 
LEARNING AND TEACHING EFL IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN TETOVO, MACEDONIA: THE STUDENTS’ PERSPECTIVE 
 Blerta Demiri, Igballe Miftari, Arta Bekteshi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saturday  16.12     
   
 
16.12.       10:00                                         Plenary Hall    
 
                       ROUND TABLE :                BITCOIN: DIGITAL CASH   
       
                                 Moderators Prof. Siniša Zarić, PhD., University of Belgrade 
                                                          
                               
 
 
 
 
11:15 -  14:00        Parallel thematic sessions      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Saturday  01.04                  11:15                                                  Plenary Hall   
Thematic session:                       PROFESSIONAL PAPER SESSION  
                       Moderators:  Bojana Stojanović, Tatjana Nasevska – Dodevska, Aleksandar Filipcev, 
 
   Introductoy speechspeeches:  
Salim Goranac         CONTEMPORARY TEACHING METHODS 
Vera Veljanovska                   INFORMAL EDUCATION FOR DEVELOPMENT 
Anna Debrenlieva – Koutsouki    MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN THE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL IN THE GREECE  
GLOBAL CONTEXT OF CULTURE AND EDUCATION: CHALLENGES OF MULTICULTURALISM, TRANSCULTURALISM 
AND INTERNATIONALISM  
 Vesna Pavlović 
PORTFOLIO OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF EMPLOYEES IN EDUCATION  
Bratislav Filipović, Predrag Stevanović 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SYSTEMS FOR MARKETING SUPPORT IN COMPANIES 
 Jasminka Durdubakova, Valentina Davceva, Jovanka Nikoloska    
EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF THE FAMILY 
 Valentina Mishkova Kenkova 
CONTEMPORARY MANAGEMENT IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Dragan Arsovski 
LIFELONG LEARNING  
Ana Petrovska 
THE ROLE OF INTERACTIVE FLOOR IN PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN WITH DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISORDERS 
 Aleksandra Bokun, Salim Goranac, Nataša Mandić, Ana Nikolić 
GESHTHALT PSYHOTHERAPY IN WORK WITH CHILDREN 
 Tatjana Nasevska - Dodevska, Dragica Apostolovska 
CHARACTERISTICS OF INTEGRATIVE TEACHING 
 Katarina Carapic 
WALDORF PEDAGOGY- KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE FOR THE XXI CENTURY  
  Vesna Pavlovic,   
THE MEANING AND POWER OF SHARED KNOWLEDGE 
Ana Petrovska  
PRESENTATION MODELS OF SOCIAL CONTENT IN TEXTBOOKS  
Vesna Pavlovic  
POSSIBILITIES FOR APPLICATION OF ELECTRONIC TRAINING DEVICES TO STUDENTS IN PRIMARY SCHOOL 
EDUCATION 
 Iva Nankova 
 
 
 
Saturday  01.04    .                                    12:00                                                        Plenary Hall   
Thematic session:                       STUDENT PAPER SESSION  
                       Moderators:       Jovana Djolic 
 
FAMILY BUSINESS  
 Stefan Tomić, Nikola Petrović,  
STOCK EXCHANGE OPERATIONS  
Dejan Stošić, Maja Stojanović,  
UTILIZATION OF ELEASTIC SPRING 
 Емин Демировић, Милан Томић 
WOOD PROTECTION METHODS ON LOG STORAGES 
 Aleksandar Marinković, Mihailo Petrović 
RISK FACTORS REGULATING THE LAND MICRO-ORGANISMS COMPOSITION 
 Milica Spasić, Marko Stefanović 
SOLAR ENERGY 
 Milica Ristić, Stefan Trajković 
THE DEATH PENALTY IN THE WORLD 
 Boban Stojkoski,  
INFORMAL SCHOOL STUDIES-FROM THE INDIVIDUAL, TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHOLE 
Menka Trepalkovska, Vera Veljanovska 
ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM – ABS 
 Nedeljković Stefan, Tasković Marko 
DIESEL ENGINES – EXHAUST EMISSION AND EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
 Stefan Stojanović, Nemanja Tomić 
 
 
 
 
Saturday  16.12    .                                11:15                                                                 Hotel  OLIMP   
Thematic session:                         SOCIAL SCIENCES       
                                             Moderators:   Mahmut Celik, Osman Emin 
 
 
TURKISH МOTHER LANGUAGE IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Osman Emin 
PERSONALITY AND VOLUNTEER MOTIVATION: A RESEARCH ON VOLUNTARY CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEERS 
Muhsin Halis,   
PERCEPTION OF THE STUDENTS STUDYING IN SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS ON DISTANCE 
EDUCATION (BATMAN UNIVERSITY SAMPLE) 
Enes IŞIKGÖZ, Melike ESENTAŞ,  H.Murat  ŞAHİN, 
CELEBRATION OF HIDRELLEZ AMONG THE TURKISH PEOPLE IN SOUTH-WEST MACEDONIA 
Aktan Ago 
“DOKTOR AMCANIN YANINDA” THE STORY BY AVNI ABDULLAH TELLS THE IMPORTANCE AND TEACHINGS OF THE 
GRANDMOTHER IN THE FAMILY 
Mahmut Celik, Alirami Ibraimi, Imer Yusufi 
THE LIFE AND WORK OF AVNİ ENGÜLLÜ 
Imer Yusufi, Alirami Ibraimi, Fatime Liman 
TURKISH WORDS AND THEIR PRESENCE IN THE DAILY SPEAKING IN THE POPULATION OF SOUTHEASTERN 
MACEDONIA 
Ivana Koteva, Violeta Dimova, Mahmut Celik 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MEDIATION AND PEER MEDIATION FOR JUVENILES AGED 15 TO 18 
Ebru Ibish 
     
20:30                        Informal evening 
                        
         December 17,  Sunday 
   9:30 -  10:00       Meetings of the commissions for conclusions       
 10:00  - 11:00       Conclusions 
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